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Saunders calls time on Liverpool's defence 
Liverpool 1 Aston Villa 2.  
AFTERWARDS, everyone was talking about, and to, the scorer of the winning goal, 
Dean Saunders. More impressive, and significant in the long-term, was the 
performance of John Barnes, never mind Liverpool's defeat.  
Here, you sensed, was a different Barnes. Playing in a central attacking role 
alongside Rosenthal, in the absence of Rush an addition to an injury-list, including 
Whelan and Nicol, which would puncture most teams Barnes displayed 
extraordinary powers of control in the heart of Villa's more-than-vigorous 
defence. Given that Ian Wright continues to behave unreliably, Barnes might well 
be the preferable central partner for Shearer in the England team.  
Meanwhile, the vultures gathering on the Liverpool crossbar, waiting in 
expectation for the possibility to pick at the bones of Graeme Souness, were 
thrown a token piece of meat. To the two goals he had scored against Liverpool at 
Villa Park, Saunders added the decisive touch in a 2-1 victory at Anfield on 
Saturday, acutely embarrassing Torben Piechnik, one of Souness's signings, in the 
process.  
Ignore the Liverpool injuries, to which Saunders graciously referred when 
reflecting on Villa's victory. Forget any analysis of who now played well or badly or 
why. Just follow the ready-made equations:  
Aston Villa + three former Liverpool players (Saunders, Houghton, Staunton) = 
joint league leadership.  
Liverpool + Paul Stewart + two Scandinavians = MFU (politely, monumental foul 
up).  
Frankly, I don't see it that way at all. Villa did not look unquestionable challengers 
for the Premier League title, even before the racing Dalian Atkinson pulled up 
lame by half-time to be replaced by Froggatt. Villa, to be sure, are good, but not 
yet that good.  
The best football, albeit in isolated spells, was played by Liverpool: the old inter-
passing, possession game that runs opponents' legs into the ground. But the 
formula is, for the moment, neither as effective nor as consistent as it used to be, 
even though the pattern is adhered to rigorously in training from Monday to 
Friday.  
Certainly, Souness has partially blundered. Stewart, on Saturday replacing the 
injured Nicol, is worth nowhere near Pounds 2 million, even at today's inflated 
prices, while Mark Wright is good enough at neither winning nor using the ball. 
Hence, the two Scandinavians at centre back, and the fact that Liverpool still 
seemed susceptible until Barnes stole the finest of goals from a low cross by his 
breakaway full back, Marsh, in the 41st minute.  
Yet spare a thought for Piechnik and Bjornebye. Before Alan Hansen, for example, 
became the most accomplished central defender in Britain since Bobby Moore, he 
spent a year in the reserves, learning the Liverpool game. The two Scandinavians 
have been pitched straight into the fray. However much they may want to pass 
the ball their natural game under pressure, they are going to whack it: which is 
why, harried by Saunders and Atkinson, Liverpool at times looked more like 
Wimbledon or Sheffield United. And why the crowd, weaned on premier cru, was 
increasingly scornful of the cheap plonk on offer.  
Souness's rebuilding will take time, and time is the luxury no manager is allowed. I 
would still bet, however, on a midfield of Nicol or Whelan and the promising 
Redknapp and Hutchison, behind Rush, Barnes and McManaman, overhauling 
Villa once their defence has settled. That may not be this season.  
Saunders, whose method is give-it-and-sprint, frightens defences as he did 
Piechnik by sheer pace and aggression and he may indeed combine with Atkinson 
and the still admirable Houghton to bring Villa the title.  
That may make Ron Atkinson right, and he has always produced exciting teams, 
but it does not make Souness wrong. Saunders is not a Liverpool-style player.  
Liverpool had twice buckled against Atkinson, in the third and 25th minute, but 
both times his shots, as he raced clear of the back line, flew wide. Equally, Barnes 
and Redknapp might have put Liverpool in front before Barnes did so just on half-
time.  
The goals that gave Villa victory were, as Souness lamented, mere gifts. Nine 
minutes into the second half, McManaman failed to clear and Parker's snapshot 
from 20 yards flashed in off the bar. Ten minutes later, when Piechnik dawdled, 
Saunders robbed him and was gone like a pickpocket, with the goods stowed in 
the net behind Hooper.  
It was no help to have Scouse cries of ``wake up'' drifting down from the stands. 
The home team, almost falling out of its boots in nervous anticipation, was so 
wide awake it needed no incentive. What it needed, like the manager, was time, 
and Villa's hard professionals, such as Richardson and Teale, were giving them 
none of that.  
LIVERPOOL: M Hooper; M Marsh, R Jones, P Stewart, T Piechnik, S Bjornebye, S 
McManaman, J Redknapp (sub: D Hutcheson), R Rosenthal (sub: M Walters), J 
Barnes, M Thomas.  
ASTON VILLA: N Spink; E Barrett, S Staunton, S Teale, P McGrath, K Richardson, R 
Houghton, G Parker, D Saunders, D Atkinson (sub: S Froggatt; sub: R Cox), D 
Yorke.  
Referee: K Hackett.  
 

 
Slow torture for Souness 
JUST before half-time, with Liverpool hard on the attack and frothing blood, the 
ball bounced within a foot of Dalian Atkinson, who ignored it. The striker's sole 
attention was focused on telling the bench he was as good as finished. And so, it 
appeared, were Villa.  
Ron Atkinson's teams have not, over many years, been noted for digging 
themselves out of holes. But if Villa do go on to win the title they will surely look 
back at this match as the moment when all seemed possible. To a man they 
greeted the final whistle with a heart-felt gesture of triumph.  
These days winning at Anfield no longer requires a blue moon overhead. 
However, when a Liverpool performance brings their manager to seething point, 
as it most certainly did in the first half against Bolton Wanderers the previous 
weekend, then everybody is required to work his toes to the bone. Villa were all 
but blinded by elbow grease.  
There were moments when Liverpool's play captured the potency and resolve of 
past championship days. Ultimately it was a caricature. For even when they were 
pressing hardest during the first half, Atkinson twice broke clear with such ease 
that Liverpool's glaring defensive weaknesses, briefly cloaked by midfield sweat, 
were fundamentally exposed.  
Nicol (ribs), Tanner (back) and Wright (groin and psyche) were all unavailable, 
necessitating a Scandinavian entente of scant co-operation. Piechnik, variously 
described as elegant or slow, sorely missed Nicol's comforting shadow, while 
Bjornebye greeted Atkinson's groin strain with almost wild relief, having gained an 
intimate knowledge of his disappearing back.  
Frequently Liverpool players could be seen pointing and gesticulating at each 
other or their opponents in a manner quite foreign to Anfield, gestures that 
seemed only to accentuate the current uncertainty that pervades the club.  
A quality goal by Barnes, coupled with Atkinson's demise, nevertheless boded ill 
for Villa. Their response owed much to the resolve of Houghton, who ignited a 
flame of obdurate resistance that came as a surprise to many who had doubted 
Villa's fortitude in adversity.  
Parker equalised with a shot of controlled violence and then Saunders, who had 
been threatening to skin Piechnik all afternoon, exploited a moment of hesitation 
to scoot in the winner, his third goal in two matches against his former club.  
'The first rule of defending is not to let the ball bounce,' said Souness, leaving an 
impression he had bounced a few well-crafted words Piechnik's way afterwards.  
Souness's substitutions of both Rosenthal and Redknapp were greeted by 
prolonged and derisive whistling around the ground, while his post-match 
assertion that Stewart was the pick of his team resulted in stunned silence.  
Both Atkinson and Souness are managers who impose their own character on a 
team via the transfer market. Over the last couple of years there is no denying 
Atkinson's greater perception of a player's ability, and a more acute awareness of 
where to place him within the context of the team's overall structure.  
'Don't worry - Souey will get it right in the end,' has been one of the Liverpool 
chairman's more lucid remarks during the past few difficult months. Maybe he 
will. But that continuity of the playing staff, every bit as important to Liverpool as 
the continuity of managerial appointments, has been well and truly fragmented.  
As yet, despite his insistence after this game that he saw 'a lot more plusses than 
I've been able to see for a long time', Souness continues to resemble a car 
mechanic who has taken an engine to bits, replaced certain parts and remains 
uncertain how to put it all back together, other than by resorting to brute force.  
SCORERS: Liverpool: Barnes (41min). Aston Villa: Parker (53), Saunders (64).  
Liverpool: Hooper; Marsh, Jones, Stewart, Piechnik, Bjornebye, McManaman, 
Redknapp (Hutchison, 79), Rosenthal (Walters, 71), Barnes, Thomas.  
Aston Villa: Spink; Barrett, Staunton, Teale, McGrath, Richardson, Houghton, 
Parker, Saunders, Atkinson (Froggatt, 80; Cox, 88), Yorke.  
Referee: K Hackett (Sheffield). 
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Rejected Saunders exacts sweet revenge 
Liverpool 1 Aston Villa 2  
LIVERPOOL 1  
(4-3-3): Hooper; Marsh, Piechnik, Bjornebye, Jones; Redknapp (Hutchison 79min), 
Stewart, Thomas; McManaman, Barnes, Rosenthal (Walters 73min).  
ASTON VILLA 2  
(4-4-2): Spink; Barrett, Teale, McGrath, Staunton; Houghton, Richardson, Parker, 
Yorke; Saunders, Atkinson (Froggatt 46min; Cox 88min).  
Goals: Barnes (42min) 1-0; Parker (54min)  
1-1; Saunders (64min) 1-2.  
Weather: blustery. Ground: soft.  
Referee: K Hackett (Sheffield).  
THE GHOST of Shankly would have felt the depression. As 40,826 stared in 
disbelief, Liverpool allowed Villa to come back from a goal down, score twice at 
the Kop end, and complete the double. As expected, Saunders took vengeance 
with his first goal, other than a penalty, in nine matches, a goal which showed 
that while beating Liverpool is no longer proof of championship class, Aston Villa 
have the resilience to be up there in May.  
Souness is presiding over the most volatile period in memory for many Liverpool 
fans. For him to announce before the game that Kop fans would welcome the 
three players he sold to Villa Staunton, Houghton and Saunders, for Pounds 4.5m 
but show their loyalty to his replacements, was surely expecting too much. His 
multi-million-pound turnover at Anfield has created as many misfits as the 
perpetual injuries have created puzzlement over tactics and formation.  
But at least Barnes, made the fifth captain of Liverpool this season, has the grace 
and adaptability to change his role for the team and, just before half-time, to 
provide the surprising scoreline of Liverpool being ahead.  
In the early minutes it had looked unlikely. Without Rush, yet another training 
ground casualty, Liverpool had grouped around Barnes at centre-forward. 
Without Nicol, and with Wright both injured and out of favour, Liverpool's 
rearguard had the central defensive partnership of two Scandinavians, Piechnik 
and Bjornebye. The latter, quickly assessing the ills at Anfield, said last week: ``We 
need a better attitude. Other teams are fighting for their lives, we are not doing it 
for 90 minutes.''  
And Bjornebye added that, faced with the speed of Atkinson and Saunders, he 
and his co-defenders would have to be alert for every moment. They were not. 
Barely 90 seconds had elapsed when Atkinson ran at the static defence before 
Hooper, coming off his line, side-footed his shot narrowly wide of the near post.  
Atkinson, by half-time clearly showing he is still hampered by his stomach muscle 
injury, came even closer in the 24th minute. Saunders, being taunted with cries of 
``reject'', suddenly produced a sublime flick with his heel. Atkinson was again 
yards too fast for the defence. His shot was towards the same post, but this time 
it struck the outside.  
The Liverpool spectators, raised on far better passing teamwork than this, were 
beside themselves. ``Support the men!'' they yelled as move after move broke 
down.  
And yet Liverpool were preying on one perceived weakness. Clearly Souness, 
having got rid of Staunton, directed his men towards seeking out his defensive 
frailties. Thomas was eager for the role but when, after 18 minutes, he curled in a 
low centre, both McManaman and Barnes completely missed it.  
Such embarrassment. But it was alleviated in the 42nd minute. Marsh was able to 
get round Staunton to drive over hard and low. Once again it seemed that 
Liverpool would squander the opportunity, but no, Barnes was just deliberating. 
He took his time, picked his spot, and dispatched the ball with a flash into the 
furthest corner.  
Briefly the tide was with Liverpool, and Villa's desperation was epitomised in the 
absence after half-time of Atkinson and the yellow card for a late tackle by Teale 
on Thomas.  
But in a flash it changed. McManaman attempted a hasty clearance, Richardson 
intercepted it and headed the ball towards the edge of the penalty area, where 
Parker improvised a marvellous goal, volleying the ball into the net off the 
underside of the bar. And now, inevitably of course, came Saunders. As if he had 
been waiting, sensing his moment, he chased into the penalty box and, when 
Piechnik took too long while waiting for a high ball to descend, Saunders 
shouldered him off balance, and with venom rammed the ball into the net.  
This Liverpool faction were nonplussed and they roused only to boo Souness's 
substitutions of Rosenthal and Redknapp while the game ran pitifully away from 
them. The final memory was of Rosenthal, with his customary mindless vigour, 
bursting through, and McGrath catching him and sliding the ball away with a 
tackle that wins matches.  
Saunders tried to sound the reluctant executioner: ``You looked in the Liverpool 
treatment room, and there were 11 players there who could win the title.'' But 
Souness was having none of it: ``I got the effort, but we gave goals away for fun.''  

 

 
 
 


